Charged Substrate and Product Together Contribute Like a Nonreactive Species to the Overall Electrostatic Steering in Diffusion-Reaction Processes.
The Debye-Hückel limiting law is used to study the binding kinetics of substrate-enzyme system as well as to estimate the reaction rate of a electrostatically steered diffusion-controlled reaction process. It is based on a linearized Poisson-Boltzmann model and known for its accurate predictions in dilute solutions. However, the substrate and product particles are in nonequilibrium states and are possibly charged, and their contributions to the total electrostatic field cannot be explicitly studied in the Poisson-Boltzmann model. Hence the influences of substrate and product on reaction rate coefficient were not known. In this work, we consider all the charged species, including the charged substrate, product, and mobile salt ions in a Poisson-Nernst-Planck model, and then compare the results with previous work. The results indicate that both the charged substrate and product can significantly influence the reaction rate coefficient with different behaviors under different setups of computational conditions. It is interesting to find that when substrate and product are both considered, under an overall neutral boundary condition for all the bulk charged species, the computed reaction rate kinetics recovers a similar Debye-Hückel limiting law again. This phenomenon implies that the charged product counteracts the influence of charged substrate on reaction rate coefficient. Our analysis discloses the fact that the total charge concentration of substrate and product, though in a nonequilibrium state individually, obeys an equilibrium Boltzmann distribution, and therefore contributes as a normal charged ion species to ionic strength. This explains why the Debye-Hückel limiting law still works in a considerable range of conditions even though the effects of charged substrate and product particles are not specifically and explicitly considered in the theory.